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Generalized symmetry superalgebras
O¨zgu¨r Ac¸ık∗ and U¨mit Ertem†
Department of Physics, Ankara University,
Faculty of Sciences, 06100, Tandog˘an-Ankara, Turkey
We generalize the symmetry superalgebras of isometries and geometric Killing spinors on a man-
ifold to include all the hidden symmetries of the manifold generated by Killing spinors in all di-
mensions. We show that bilinears of geometric Killing spinors produce special Killing-Yano and
special conformal Killing-Yano forms. After defining the Lie algebra structure of hidden symmetries
generated by Killing spinors, we construct the symmetry operators as the generalizations of the Lie
derivative on spinor fields. All these constructions together constitute the structure of generalized
symmetry superalgebras. We examplify the construction on weak G2 and nearly Ka¨hler manifolds.
I. INTRODUCTION
Killing vector fields generate the isometries of a manifold and they constitute a Lie algebra structure called the
symmetry algebra of the manifold under the Lie bracket of vector fields. A manifold admitting a spin structure is
called a spin manifold and the isometries of a spin manifold are related to the special types of spinors called geometric
Killing spinors [1–3]. The squaring map of geometric Killing spinors correspond to Killing vector fields and they
together form a superalgebra structure called the symmetry superalgebra on the manifold [4]. The even part of the
superalgebra is the symmetry algebra of Killing vector fields and the odd part is the space of geometric Killing spinors
[5]. The brackets of the superalgebra correspond to the Lie bracket of vector fields for the even-even case, Lie derivative
of spinor fields with respect to Killing vectors for the even-odd case and the squaring map of spinors for the odd-odd
case. If all the brackets satisfy the Jacobi identities, then the symmetry superalgebra correspond to a Lie superalgebra.
Besides the geometric Killing spinors, supergravity Killing spinors which are supersymmetry generators of bosonic
supergravity theories can also be used in the construction of symmetry superalgebras called Killing superalgebras on
supergravity backgrounds that are solutions of the supergravity field equations in various dimensions [6–8]. These
Killing superalgebras are important tools in the classification problem of supergravity backgrounds in all dimensions
[9–12]. They reduce to the symmetry superalgebras generated by geometric Killing spinors in constant curvature
backgrounds since in that case supergravity Killing spinors reduce to geometric Killing spinors. In a flat background,
the symmetry superalgebra is called the Poincare superalgebra and its subalgebra deformations can give way to find
the Killing superalgebras of supergravity backgrounds [13, 14].
Antisymmetric generalizations of isometries to higher degree differential forms are Killing-Yano (KY) forms which
are called hidden symmetries of the manifold. They are related to the p-form Dirac currents of geometric Killing
spinors which are generalizations of the squaring map of spinors to the higher degree bilinears [15]. The Poincare
superalgebra can be extended to include these hidden symmetries in a consistent superalgebra structure [16, 17].
This comes from the fact that KY forms constitute a graded Lie algebra structure under the Schouten-Nijenhuis
(SN) bracket of differential forms on constant curvature manifolds [18]. Moreover, on constant curvature manifolds,
the symmetry superalgebras can also be extended to include odd degree KY forms [19, 20]. The even part of the
extended superalgebras correspond to the Lie algebra of odd degree KY forms under the SN bracket and the odd
part is the space of geometric Killing spinors. The brackets of the superalgebra are the SN bracket for the even-even
part, the symmetry operators of geometric Killing spinors which are generalizations of the Lie derivative on spinor
fields on constant curvature manifolds for the even-odd part and the p-form Dirac currents of spinors for the odd-odd
part. These extended superalgebras does not correspond to Lie superalgebras in general. However, these extensions
cannot exhaust all the hidden symmetries constructed out of geometric Killing spinors and all backgrounds they can
be defined.
In this paper, we generalize all the above symmetry superalgebras and their extensions to include all the hidden
symmetries generated by geometric Killing spinors on manifolds they can be defined which exhaust all the possibilities.
In that way, the algebraic structure of the hidden symmetries and geometric Killing spinors can be constructed for
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2a given manifold admitting not only isometries but also the KY form generalizations of them. We show that the
p-form Dirac currents of geometric Killing spinors correspond to special KY forms and special closed conformal KY
(CCKY) forms which satisfy some special integrability conditions. The even or odd degree character of these forms are
dependent on the spinor inner product defined on the manifold and the real or imaginary character of the geometric
Killing spinor. We also prove that the CKY bracket defined in [21] is the natural Lie algebra bracket for the special KY
and special CCKY forms. We construct the symmetry operators of geometric Killing spinors which are relevant on all
manifolds by using special KY and special CCKY forms. We finally show that all of these constructions together form
superalgebra structures which correspond to the generalizations of symmetry superalgebras for all manifolds admitting
geometric Killing spinors although they are not Lie superalgebras in general. The superalgebra structure is defined
for all dimensions in the case that the even part of the superalgebra consists of special odd KY forms and special even
CCKY forms. However, if the even part of the superalgebra is the Lie algebra of special even KY forms and special
odd CCKY forms, then the generalized symmetry superalgebra is defined only in even dimensions. The brackets of
the superalgebra structures in two different cases are slightly different from each other. We also demonstrate the
structure of these generalized symmetry superalgebras on the examples of weak G2 and nearly Ka¨hler manifolds.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, it is proved that the p-form Dirac currents of geometric Killing
spinors correspond to special KY and special CCKY forms. The construction of the Lie algebra structure for the special
KY and special CCKY forms is given in Section 3. The symmetry operators of geometric Killing spinors constructed
out of special KY and special CCKY forms are the subject of Section 4. Section 5, includes the theorems proving
the generalizations of symmetry superalgebras including all the hidden symmetries of a manifold. The examples
of generalized symmetry superalgebras for weak G2 and nearly Ka¨hler manifolds are given in Section 6. Section 7
concludes the paper.
II. BILINEARS OF KILLING SPINORS
We consider an n-dimensional spin manifold M , on which one can define a spin structure. Besides the exterior
bundle ΛM , we can also construct Clifford bundle Cl(M) and spinor bundle ΣM on M . The sections of Cl(M)
corresponds to inhomogeneous differential forms and the sections of ΣM are spinor fields. For ψ, φ ∈ ΣM , we define
the spin-invariant inner product ( , ) with the property
(ψ, φ) = ±(φ, ψ)j (1)
where j is an involution in the relevant Clifford algebra. So, j can be identity (Id), complex conjugation (∗), quater-
nionic conjugation (¯ ) or quaternionic reversion (̂ ) depending on the Clifford algebra corresponding to the matrix
algebras of D = R, C or H in relevant dimensions [22].
For ψ, φ ∈ ΣM , α ∈ Cl(M) and c ∈ D, the inner product has the following properties
(ψ, α.φ) = (αJ .ψ, φ) (2)
(cψ, φ) = cj(ψ, φ) (3)
where . denotes the Clifford product and J is an involution on Cl(M). The involution η : Cl(M)→ Cl(M) gives the
Z2 gradation to Cl(M) = Cl
0(M)⊕Cl1(M) and has the property η(α.β) = ηα.ηβ for α, β ∈ Cl(M). For ω ∈ Cl(M),
if ηω = ω, then ω ∈ Cl0(M) and if ηω = −ω, then ω ∈ Cl1(M). If, ω is a homogeneous p-form, then the action of
η on ω is defined by ηω = (−1)pω. The anti-involution ξ : Cl(M) → Cl(M) has the property ξ(α.β) = ξβ.ξα for
α, β ∈ Cl(M). For a homogeneous p-form ω, the action of ξ is defined by ξω = (−1)⌊p/2⌋ω where ⌊⌋ denotes the floor
function which takes the integer part of the argument. So, J in (2) can be ξ, ξη, ξ∗ or ξη∗ depending on the relevant
Clifford algebra with ∗ denoting the complex conjugation.
The definition of the spinor inner product gives rise to the definition of the space of dual spinor fields Σ∗M . For a
dual spinor ψ ∈ Σ∗M , the action of it on a spinor φ ∈ ΣM is defined as [23]
ψ(φ) = (ψ, φ). (4)
If we consider the tensor product of ΣM ⊗ Σ∗M , its action on ΣM is given by
(ψ ⊗ φ)κ = (φ, κ)ψ (5)
for ψ, φ, κ ∈ ΣM and φ ∈ Σ∗M . This means that the elements of ΣM⊗Σ∗M correspond to the linear transformations
of ΣM . Since Cl(M) also acts on ΣM via Clifford product corresponding to the linear transformations on ΣM , the
tensor product ΣM ⊗ Σ∗M is isomorphic to Cl(M). Then, the elements ψ ⊗ φ ∈ ΣM ⊗ Σ∗M can be written as a
3sum of different degree differential forms corresponding to the elements of Cl(M). For any co-frame basis {ea}, the
Fierz identity which is the decomposition of the tensor product of spinors and dual spinors in terms of different degree
differential forms is written as
ψφ = (φ, ψ) + (φ, ea.ψ)e
a + (φ, eba.ψ)e
ab + ...+
+(φ, eap...a2a1 .ψ)e
a1a2...ap + ...+ (−1)⌊n/2⌋(φ, z.ψ)z (6)
where we denote ψφ = ψ ⊗ φ, ea1a2...ap = ea1 ∧ ea2 ∧ ... ∧ eap and z is the volume form.
Definition 1. For any ψ ∈ ΣM , the vector field Vψ which is the metric dual of the 1-form projection of ψψ that is
V˜ψ = (ψψ)1 = (ψ, ea.ψ)e
a (7)
is called as the Dirac current of ψ where ˜ denotes the metric dual.
As a generalization of this definition, we also have
Definition 2. For any ψ ∈ ΣM , the p-form projection of ψψ that is
(ψψ)p = (ψ, eap...a2a1 .ψ)e
a1a2...ap (8)
is called as the p-form Dirac current of ψ.
Two first-order differential operators can be defined on ΣM via the Levi-Civita connection ∇ induced on ΣM . The
first one is the Dirac operator which is defined as
6D = ea.∇Xa (9)
for the frame basis {Xa} and the co-frame basis {e
a}. The second one is the twistor operator which is written as
∇Xa −
1
n
ea. 6D (10)
in n dimensions. The spinors that are in kernel of the Dirac operator are called harmonic spinors and that are in the
kernel of the twistor operator are called twistor spinors [24–28].
Definition 3. A spinor field ψ ∈ ΣM , which is an eigenspinor of the Dirac operator 6Dψ = mψ and also a twistor
spinor at the same time, satisfies the following Killing spinor equation
∇Xaψ = λea.ψ (11)
and is called a geometric Killing spinor with the Killing number λ := mn . The Killing number λ is a real or pure
imaginary number.
We call geometric Killing spinors as Killing spinors for simplicity. The existence of Killing spinors on a manifold
M constrains the curvature characteristics of the manifold. Integrability condition of the Killing spinor equation (11)
is written as
Rab.ψ = −4λ
2(ea ∧ eb).ψ (12)
where Rab are curvature 2-forms. Moreover, this implies
R = −4λ2n(n− 1) (13)
where R is the curvature scalar.
The Dirac current Vψ of a Killing spinor ψ corresponds to a Killing vector field, namely its metric dual satisfies the
following equality
∇X V˜ψ =
1
2
iXdV˜ψ (14)
for any vector field X where d is the exterior derivative operator and iX is the interior derivative (contraction) operator
with respect to X .
Killing vector fields have antisymmetric generalizations to higher-degree differential forms.
4Definition 4. If a p-form ω satisfies
∇Xω =
1
p+ 1
iXdω (15)
for any vector field X, then ω is called as a Killing-Yano (KY) p-form.
KY forms are special cases of conformal Killing-Yano (CKY) forms.
Definition 5. If a p-form ω satisfies
∇Xω =
1
p+ 1
iXdω −
1
n− p+ 1
X˜ ∧ δω (16)
for any vector field X, its metric dual X˜ and the co-derivative operator δ, then ω is called as a CKY p-form.
As can be seen from the last definition that the co-closed CKY forms satisfying δω = 0 correspond to KY forms.
On the other hand, another subset of CKY forms constitute of closed CKY (CCKY) forms satisfying dω = 0, namely
the following equation
∇Xω = −
1
n− p+ 1
X˜ ∧ δω. (17)
CKY equation (16) has Hodge duality invariance, namely if ω is a CKY p-form then ∗ω is also a CKY (n− p)-form
with ∗ denoting the Hodge map [29]. One can show that this property leads to the fact that for a KY p-form ω, its
Hodge dual ∗ω is a CCKY (n−p)-form and conversely for a CCKY p-form ω, its Hodge dual ∗ω is a KY (n−p)-form.
So, KY p-forms and CCKY (n− p)-forms are Hodge duals of each other [30].
Besides the relation between Dirac currents of Killing spinors and Killing vectors, p-form Dirac currents of Killing
spinors are also related to KY and CCKY forms. For a Killing spinor ψ, its p-form Dirac current (ψψ)p is a KY
p-form or a CCKY p-form depending on the chosen involution of the inner product, on the real or imaginary character
of λ and on the parity (evenness or oddness) of p [15]. Moreover, we have the following
Proposition 1. For two Killing spinors ψ and φ satisfying (11), the symmetric combination of p-form bilinears
(ψφ)p + (φψ)p corresponds to a KY p-form or a CCKY p-form depending on the chosen involution of the inner
product, on the real or imaginary character of λ and on the parity (evenness or oddness) of p.
Proof. From the compatibility of the Levi-Civita connection ∇ with the spinor inner product and the spinor duality
operation, we can write the covariant derivative of (ψφ)p + (φψ)p with respect to any frame basis vector Xa as
∇Xa
[
(ψφ)p + (φψ)p
]
=
(
(∇Xaψ)φ
)
p
+
(
ψ(∇Xaφ)
)
p
+
(
(∇Xaφ)ψ
)
p
+
(
φ(∇Xaψ)
)
p
=
(
λea.ψφ
)
p
+
(
ψ(λea.φ)
)
p
+
(
λea.φψ
)
p
+
(
φ(λea.ψ)
)
p
where we have used (11) in the second line. From the properties (5), (3) and (2), we can write the equality ψ(λea.φ) =
λj(ψφ).eJa and similarly φ(λea.ψ) = λ
j(φψ).eJa . So, we have
∇Xa
[
(ψφ)p + (φψ)p
]
=
(
λea.ψφ
)
p
+
(
λj(ψφ).eJa
)
p
+
(
λea.φψ
)
p
+
(
λj(φψ).eJa
)
p
.
The Clifford product can be expressed in terms of wedge product and interior derivative. For a 1-form x and an
arbitrary form α, we have the following identities
x.α = x ∧ α+ ix˜α (18)
α.x = x ∧ ηα− ix˜ηα (19)
where x˜ denotes the vector field metric dual to x. By using these equalities, we obtain
∇Xa
[
(ψφ)p + (φψ)p
]
= λea ∧
(
ψφ
)
p−1
+ λiXa
(
ψφ
)
p+1
+ λjeJa ∧
(
ψφ
)η
p+1
− λji
e˜Ja
(
ψφ
)η
p+1
+λea ∧
(
φψ
)
p−1
+ λiXa
(
φψ
)
p+1
+ λjeJa ∧
(
φψ
)η
p+1
− λj i
e˜Ja
(
φψ
)η
p+1
(20)
where we denote η
(
φψ
)
p+1
=
(
φψ
)η
p+1
. For the torsion-free Levi-Civita connection ∇, we have the identity d =
ea ∧ ∇Xa and taking the wedge product of (20) with e
a from the left gives
d
[
(ψφ)p + (φψ)p
]
= λ(p+ 1)
(
ψφ
)
p+1
− λjsgn(eJa )(p+ 1)
(
ψφ
)η
p+1
+λ(p+ 1)
(
φψ
)
p+1
− λjsgn(eJa )(p+ 1)
(
φψ
)η
p+1
(21)
5where we have used ea ∧ ea = 0 and e
a ∧ iXaα = pα for a p-form α. sgn(e
J
a ) is equal to ±1 depending on the
involution J . Similarly, we have the identity δ = −iXa∇Xa for the Levi-Civita connection ∇ and by taking the
interior derivative of (20) with respect to iXa , we obtain
δ
[
(ψφ)p + (φψ)p
]
= −λ(n− p+ 1)
(
ψφ
)η
p−1
− λjsgn(eJa )(n− p+ 1)
(
ψφ
)η
p−1
−λ(n− p+ 1)
(
φψ
)η
p−1
− λjsgn(eJa )(n− p+ 1)
(
φψ
)η
p−1
(22)
where we have used iXaea = n and e
a ∧ iXaα = pα for a p-form α. In equalities (20), (21) and (22), we have
four parameters to choose; λ can be real (Re) or pure imaginary (Im), j can be Id, ∗, ¯ or ,̂ J can be ξ, ξ∗,
ξη or ξη∗ and p can be even or odd. If λ is real, we have λId = λ∗ = λ¯ = λ̂ = λ and if λ is pure imaginary,
we have λId = λ̂ = λ and λ∗ = λ¯ = −λ. Since ea is a real 1-form, we have e
ξ
a = e
ξ∗
a = ea with sgn(e
J
a ) = 1
and eξηa = e
ξη∗
a = −ea with sgn(e
J
a ) = −1. For p even, we have (ψφ)
η
p−1 = −(ψφ)p−1, (φψ)
η
p−1 = −(φψ)p−1,
(ψφ)ηp+1 = −(ψφ)p+1, (φψ)
η
p+1 = −(φψ)p+1 and for p odd, we have (ψφ)
η
p−1 = (ψφ)p−1, (φψ)
η
p−1 = (φψ)p−1,
(ψφ)ηp+1 = (ψφ)p+1, (φψ)
η
p+1 = (φψ)p+1. So, by considering these possibilities, we can obtain two different sets of
equations from (20), (21) and (22). If the parameters J , λ, j and p are chosen as in the following table
J λ j p
ξ, ξ∗ Re Id,∗ , ,¯̂ even
ξ, ξ∗ Im Id,̂ even
ξ, ξ∗ Im ∗,¯ odd
ξη, ξη∗ Re Id,∗ , ,¯̂ odd
ξη, ξη∗ Im Id,̂ odd
ξη, ξη∗ Im ∗,¯ even
then we find the following set of equations from (20), (21) and (22)
∇Xa
[
(ψφ)p + (φψ)p
]
= 2λiXa
[
(ψφ)p+1 + (φψ)p+1
]
d
[
(ψφ)p + (φψ)p
]
= 2λ(p+ 1)
[
(ψφ)p+1 + (φψ)p+1
]
(23)
δ
[
(ψφ)p + (φψ)p
]
= 0.
We call this set of equations as Case 1 and by comparing them with each other, one can easily see that (ψφ)p+(φψ)p
satisfies the following equation
∇Xa
[
(ψφ)p + (φψ)p
]
=
1
p+ 1
iXad
[
(ψφ)p + (φψ)p
]
(24)
and hence from (15) it is a KY p-form. For the parameters J , λ, j and p, the remaining possibilities are given as in
the following table
J λ j p
ξ, ξ∗ Re Id,∗ , ,¯̂ odd
ξ, ξ∗ Im Id,̂ odd
ξ, ξ∗ Im ∗,¯ even
ξη, ξη∗ Re Id,∗ , ,¯̂ even
ξη, ξη∗ Im Id,̂ even
ξη, ξη∗ Im ∗,¯ odd
Note that the parameter sets in this case differ from the first case only in the parity of p. By considering these
possibilities, we find the following set of equation from (20), (21) and (22)
∇Xa
[
(ψφ)p + (φψ)p
]
= 2λea ∧
[
(ψφ)p−1 + (φψ)p−1
]
d
[
(ψφ)p + (φψ)p
]
= 0 (25)
δ
[
(ψφ)p + (φψ)p
]
= −2λ(n− p+ 1)
[
(ψφ)p−1 + (φψ)p−1
]
.
6We call this set of equations as Case 2 and by comparing them with each other, one finds that (ψφ)p+(φψ)p satisfies
the following equation
∇Xa
[
(ψφ)p + (φψ)p
]
= −
1
n− p+ 1
ea ∧ δ
[
(ψφ)p + (φψ)p
]
(26)
and hence from (17) it is a CCKY p-form. Thus, we show that the p-form bilinear (ψφ)p+(φψ)p is a KY p-form or a
CCKY p-form depending on the chosen set of J , λ, j and p. Note that for the chosen set of parameters, if the even
degree p-form bilinears are KY forms then the odd degree p-form bilinears correspond to CCKY forms and conversely
if the odd degree p-form bilinears are KY forms then the even degree p-form bilinears correspond to CCKY forms.
The integrability condition of the KY equation (15) can be found as follows [29, 31]
∇Xadω = −
p+ 1
p
Rab ∧ iXbω (27)
and similarly for the CCKY equation (17), the integrability condition is [21]
∇Xaδω = −
n− p+ 1
n− p
iXc (iXbRca ∧ iXbω) . (28)
We can define subsets of KY and CCKY forms which satisfy special types of integrability conditions.
Definition 6. A KY p-form ω is called a special KY p-form, if it satisfies the following condition
∇Xdω = −c(p+ 1)X˜ ∧ ω (29)
where c is a constant. Similarly, a CCKY p-form is called a special CCKY p-form if it satisfies
∇Xδω = c(n− p+ 1)iXω (30)
where c is a constant.
Note that, in constant curvature manifolds with curvature 2-forms Rab = cea ∧ eb for a constant c, the integrability
conditions (27) and (28) reduces to (29) and (30), respectively. This means that in constant curvature manifolds, all
KY forms are special KY forms and all CCKY forms are special CCKY forms. Obviously, this is not true in general.
By using Definition 6, we can refine the Proposition 1 as in the following form.
Proposition 2. For two Killing spinors ψ and φ satisfying (11), the symmetric combination of p-form bilinears
(ψφ)p + (φψ)p corresponds to a special KY p-form or a special CCKY p-form depending on the chosen involution of
the inner product, on the real or imaginary character of λ and on the parity (evenness or oddness) of p.
Proof. If (ψφ)p + (φψ)p satisfies Case 1 in (23), then it is a KY p-form. We can calculate the covariant derivative of
d
[
(ψφ)p + (φψ)p
]
from (23) as
∇Xad
[
(ψφ)p + (φψ)p
]
= 2λ(p+ 1)∇Xa
[
(ψφ)p+1 + (φψ)p+1
]
. (31)
We know that if (ψφ)p + (φψ)p is a KY p-form, then the one higher degree bilinear (ψφ)p+1 + (φψ)p+1 satisfies Case
2 and is a CCKY (p+ 1)-form. Thus, from (25), we obtain
∇Xad
[
(ψφ)p + (φψ)p
]
= 4λ2(p+ 1)ea ∧
[
(ψφ)p + (φψ)p
]
. (32)
This is nothing but the condition of special KY forms in (29) for c = −4λ2. So, (ψφ)p+(φψ)p is a special KY p-form
in this case.
On the other hand, if (ψφ)p + (φψ)p satisfies Case 2 in (25), then it is a CCKY p-form. We can calculate the
covariant derivative of δ
[
(ψφ)p + (φψ)p
]
from (25) as
∇Xaδ
[
(ψφ)p + (φψ)p
]
= −2λ(n− p+ 1)∇Xa
[
(ψφ)p−1 + (φψ)p−1
]
. (33)
We know that if (ψφ)p + (φψ)p is a CCKY p-form, then the one lower degree bilinear (ψφ)p−1 + (φψ)p−1 satisfies
Case 1 and is a KY (p− 1)-form. Thus, from (23), we obtain
∇Xaδ
[
(ψφ)p + (φψ)p
]
= −4λ2(n− p+ 1)iXa
[
(ψφ)p + (φψ)p
]
. (34)
This is nothing but the condition of special CCKY forms in (30) for c = −4λ2. So, (ψφ)p + (φψ)p is a special CCKY
p-form in this case.
Since all KY forms and CCKY forms are special in constant curvature manifolds, we have the following
Corollary 1. Killing spinors generate special KY and special CCKY forms and especially all KY and CCKY forms
in constant curvature manifolds. In general, non-special KY and CCKY forms cannot be generated by Killing spinors.
7III. LIE ALGEBRAS OF SPECIAL KY AND SPECIAL CCKY FORMS
Killing vector fields and conformal Killing vector fields, which correspond to the metric duals of KY 1-forms and
CKY 1-forms respectively, satisfy Lie algebra structures with respect to the Lie bracket of vector fields that is written
for any two vector fields X and Y as
[X,Y ] = ∇XY −∇YX (35)
This bracket can be generalized to the Schouten-Nijenhuis (SN) bracket defined for the higher-degree differential
forms. For any p-form α and a q-form β, the SN bracket is written as follows
[α, β]SN = iXaα ∧ ∇Xaβ + (−1)
pqiXaβ ∧ ∇Xaα (36)
which gives a (p + q − 1)-form and reduces to the Lie bracket of vector fields (35) for p = q = 1. It satisfies the
following graded Lie bracket properties
[α, β]SN = (−1)
pq[β, α]SN (37)
(−1)p(r+1)[α, [β, γ]SN ]SN + (−1)
q(p+1)[β, [γ, α]SN ]SN + (−1)
r(q+1)[γ, [α, β]SN ]SN = 0 (38)
where γ is a r-form. It is known that KY forms satisfy a graded Lie algebra structure with respect to the SN bracket
in constant curvature manifolds [18, 19]. Since all KY forms in constant curvature manifolds are special KY forms,
the graded Lie algebra property can be generalized to the special KY forms in all manifolds. So, we have
Proposition 3. On a manifold M , special KY forms satisfying (15) and (29) constitute a graded Lie algebra structure
with respect to the SN bracket defined in (36).
Proof. For a KY p-form ω1 and a KY q-form ω2, the SN bracket is written as
[ω1, ω2]SN = iXaω1 ∧ ∇Xaω2 + (−1)
pqiXaω2 ∧ ∇Xaω1
=
1
q + 1
iXaω1 ∧ iXadω2 +
(−1)p
p+ 1
iXadω1 ∧ iXaω2 (39)
where we have used (15). If we apply the covariant derivative ∇Xa with respect to a frame basis vector Xa to (39),
we find
∇Xa [ω1, ω2]SN =
1
q + 1
(
∇Xa iXbω1 ∧ iXbdω2 + iXbω1 ∧ ∇Xa iXbdω2
)
+
(−1)p
p+ 1
(
∇Xa iXbdω1 ∧ iXbω2 + iXbdω1 ∧ ∇Xa iXbω2
)
. (40)
In general, we have the relation [iX ,∇Y ] = i∇XY for any vector fields X and Y . If we choose the normal coordinates
{Xa}, then this relation transforms into [iXa ,∇Xb ] = 0 since we have ∇XaXb = 0 in that case. By using the normal
coordinates and considering that ω1 and ω2 satisfy the equations (15) and (29), we obtain
∇Xa [ω1, ω2]SN =
1
q + 1
(
1
p+ 1
iXbiXadω1 ∧ iXbdω2 − c(q + 1)iXbω1 ∧ iXb (ea ∧ ω2)
)
+
(−1)p
p+ 1
(
− c(p+ 1)iXb (ea ∧ ω1) ∧ iXbω2 +
1
q + 1
iXbdω1 ∧ iXbiXadω2
)
= −
1
(p+ 1)(q + 1)
iXa (iXbdω1 ∧ iXbdω2)− ciXa (ω1 ∧ ω2) (41)
where we have used iXbea = δ
b
a and the anti-derivative property of iXb in the last line. If we take the wedge product
of (41) with ea∧ from the left and use the equality ea ∧ ∇Xa = d for the torsion-free connection ∇Xa , we find
d[ω1, ω2]SN = −
p+ q
(p+ 1)(q + 1)
iXbdω1 ∧ iXbdω2 − c(p+ q)ω1 ∧ ω2 (42)
where we have used the equality ea ∧ iXaα = pα for any p-form α. By taking the interior derivative iXa of (42) with
respect to Xa and divide it with (p+ q), one finds
1
p+ q
d[ω1, ω2]SN = −
1
(p+ 1)(q + 1)
iXa (iXbdω1 ∧ iXbdω2)− ciXa (ω1 ∧ ω2) . (43)
8If we compare the right hand sides of (41) and (43), we can easily see that
∇Xa [ω1, ω2]SN =
1
p+ q
iXad[ω1, ω2]SN (44)
which is the KY equation (15) for the (p + q − 1)-form [ω1, ω2]SN . Then, we show that for a special KY p-form ω1
and a special KY q-form ω2, their SN bracket [ω1, ω2]SN is a KY (p + q − 1)-form. However, we still have to show
that it is a special KY (p+ q − 1)-form. To show this, we take the covariant derivative of (42) which is equal to
∇Xad[ω1, ω2]SN = −
p+ q
(p+ 1)(q + 1)
(
iXb∇Xadω1 ∧ iXbdω2 + iXbdω1 ∧ iXb∇Xadω2
)
−c(p+ q)
(
∇Xaω1 ∧ ω2 + ω1 ∧ ∇Xaω2
)
(45)
wher we have used [iXb ,∇Xa ] = 0 in normal coordinates. Since ω1 and ω2 satisfy (15) and (29), we find
∇Xad[ω1, ω2]SN = −
p+ q
(p+ 1)(q + 1)
(
− c(p+ 1)iXb(ea ∧ ω1) ∧ iXbdω2 − c(q + 1)iXbdω1 ∧ iXb(ea ∧ ω2)
)
−c(p+ q)
(
1
p+ 1
iXadω1 ∧ ω2 +
1
q + 1
ω1 ∧ iXadω2
)
= −c(p+ q)
(
1
q + 1
ea ∧ iXbω1 ∧ iXbdω2 +
(−1)p
p+ 1
ea ∧ iXbdω1 ∧ iXbω2
)
(46)
wher we have used iXbea = δ
b
a and the anti-derivative property of iXb in the last line. By comparing with (39), we
obtain
∇Xad[ω1, ω2]SN = −c(p+ q)ea ∧ [ω1, ω2]SN (47)
which is the equation (29) for KY (p+ q − 1)-form [ω1, ω2]SN . This shows that [ω1, ω2]SN is a special KY form and
hence special KY forms satisfy a graded Lie algebra structure under SN bracket.
For the more general case of CKY forms, we can also define a graded Lie bracket which generalizes the SN bracket.
For a CKY p-form ω1 and a CKY q-form ω2, we define the CKY bracket as follows
[ω1, ω2]CKY =
1
q + 1
iXaω1 ∧ iXadω2 +
(−1)p
p+ 1
iXadω1 ∧ iXaω2
+
(−1)p
n− q + 1
ω1 ∧ δω2 +
1
n− p+ 1
δω1 ∧ ω2 (48)
It is shown in [21] that in constant curvature manifolds [ω1, ω2]CKY is a CKY (p + q − 1)-form and CKY bracket
has the graded Lie bracket properties. So, in constant curvature manifolds, CKY forms satisfy a graded Lie algebra
structure with respect to the CKY bracket and we have the following relation
∇Xa [ω1, ω2]CKY =
1
p+ q
iXad[ω1, ω2]CKY −
1
n− p− q + 2
ea ∧ δ[ω1, ω2]CKY . (49)
This is also true in Einstein manifolds for normal CKY forms which have the following special integrabilitiy conditions
for a normal CKY p-form ω in n dimensions
∇Xadω =
p+ 1
p(n− p+ 1)
ea ∧ dδω + 2(p+ 1)Ka ∧ ω (50)
∇Xaδω = −
n− p+ 1
(p+ 1)(n− p)
iXaδdω − 2(n− p+ 1)iXbKa ∧ iXbω (51)
where the Schouten rho 1-form is defined by
Ka =
1
n− 2
(
R
2(n− 1)
ea − Pa
)
(52)
9for Ricci 1-forms Pa and the curvature scalar R. It can easily be seen that for two KY forms ω1 and ω2 with δω1 = 0
and δω2 = 0, the CKY bracket reduces to the SN bracket given in (39) and for p = q = 1 it reduces to the Lie bracket
of vector fields in (35). However, for general CKY forms, it differs from the generalization of the SN bracket to CKY
forms and hence is a new bracket.
For more general manifolds, there is another graded Lie algebra structure with respect to the CKY bracket that
contains special KY and special CCKY forms as elements which are the special forms generated by Killing spinors.
Note that, it can be seen from Propositions 1 and 2 that if the odd degree p-form Dirac currents of a Killing spinor
are special KY forms, then its even degree p-form Dirac currents correspond to special CCKY forms and conversely,
if the even degree p-form Dirac currents of a Killing spinor are special KY forms, then its odd degree p-form Dirac
currents correspond to special CCKY forms.
Theorem 1. On a manifold M , odd degree special KY forms satisfying (15) and (29) and even degree CCKY forms
satisfying (17) and (30) constitute a Lie algebra structure with respect to the CKY bracket [ , ]CKY given in (48) in
all dimensions.
Proof. We consider the cases of two special odd KY forms, two special even CCKY forms and one special odd KY
form with one special even CCKY form separately. For a special odd KY p-form ω1 and a special odd KY q-form ω2,
we have δω1 = 0 and δω2 = 0 and the CKY bracket in (48) reduces to the SN bracket written in (39) for special KY
forms. From Proposition 3, [ω1, ω2]SN is also a special odd KY (p+ q − 1)-form since p+ q − 1 is an odd number for
p and q are odd.
If we take a special odd KY p-form ω1 and a special even CCKY q-form ω2, then we have δω1 = 0 and dω2 = 0.
So, the CKY bracket reduces to
[ω1, ω2]CKY = −
1
p+ 1
iXadω1 ∧ iXaω2 −
1
n− q + 1
ω1 ∧ δω2. (53)
The covariant derivative of (53) gives
∇Xa [ω1, ω2]CKY = −
1
p+ 1
iXb∇Xadω1 ∧ iXbω2 −
1
p+ 1
iXbdω1 ∧ iXb∇Xaω2
−
1
n− q + 1
∇Xaω1 ∧ δω2 −
1
n− q + 1
ω1 ∧ ∇Xaδω2. (54)
If we use (15) and (29) for ω1 and (17) and (30) for ω2, we find
∇Xa [ω1, ω2]CKY = ciXb(ea ∧ ω1) ∧ iXbω2 +
1
(p+ 1)(n− q + 1)
iXbdω1 ∧ iXb(ea ∧ δω2)
−
1
(p+ 1)(n− q + 1)
iXadω1 ∧ δω2 − cω1 ∧ iXaω2
= −cea ∧ iXbω1 ∧ iXbω2 +
1
(p+ 1)(n− q + 1)
ea ∧ iXbdω1 ∧ iXbδω2. (55)
By taking the wedge product with ea∧ from the left, we have
d[ω1, ω2]CKY = e
a ∧ ∇Xa [ω1, ω2]CKY = 0. (56)
Moreover, if we calculate the interior derivative of (54) with respect to Xa, we find
δ[ω1, ω2]CKY = −iXa∇Xa [ω1, ω2]CKY
= c(n− (p+ q − 2))(iXbω1 ∧ iXbω2)−
n− (p+ q − 2)
(p+ 1)(n− q + 1)
iXbdω1 ∧ iXbδω2. (57)
Hence, by comparing (55) and (57), we obtain
∇Xa [ω1, ω2]CKY = −
1
n− (p+ q − 2)
ea ∧ δ[ω1, ω2]CKY . (58)
This means that [ω1, ω2]CKY is an even CCKY (p + q − 1)-form since for p odd and q even, p + q − 1 is an even
number. To prove the specialty, we need to apply the covariant derivative ∇Xa to (57) and this gives us
∇Xaδ[ω1, ω2]CKY = c(n− (p+ q − 2)) (iXb∇Xaω1 ∧ iXbω2 + iXbω1 ∧ iXb∇Xaω2)
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−
n− (p+ q − 2)
(p+ 1)(n− q + 1)
(iXb∇Xadω1 + iXbdω1 ∧ iXb∇Xaδω2)
=
c(n− (p+ q − 2))
p+ 1
iXbiXadω1 ∧ iXbω2 −
c(n− (p+ q − 2))
n− q + 1
iXaω1 ∧ δω2
+
c(n− (p+ q − 2))
n− q + 1
ω1 ∧ iXaδω2 −
c(n− (p+ q − 2))
p+ 1
iXbdω1 ∧ iXbiXaω2 (59)
where we have used (15) and (29) for ω1 and (17) and (30) for ω2. By comparing (59) with (53), one can easily see
that
∇Xaδ[ω1, ω2]CKY = c(n− (p+ q − 2))iXa [ω1, ω2]CKY . (60)
This means that the CCKY (p+ q − 1)-form [ω1, ω2]CKY is a special even CCKY form from (30).
On the other hand, if we take ω1 as a special even CCKY p-form and ω2 as a special even CCKY q-form, the CCKY
bracket is written as
[ω1, ω2]CKY =
1
n− q + 1
ω1 ∧ δω2 +
1
n− p+ 1
δω1 ∧ ω2. (61)
The covariant derivative of (61) gives
∇Xa [ω1, ω2]CKY =
1
n− q + 1
(∇Xaω1 ∧ δω2 + ω1 ∧ ∇Xaδω2)
+
1
n− p+ 1
(∇Xaδω1 ∧ ω2 + δω1 ∧ ∇Xaω2)
= −
1
(n− p+ 1)(n− q + 1)
ea ∧ δω1 ∧ δω2 + cω1 ∧ iXaω2
+ciXaω1 ∧ ω2 +
1
(n− p+ 1)(n− q + 1)
ea ∧ δω1 ∧ δω2
= ciXa (ω1 ∧ ω2) (62)
where we have used (17) and (30). By taking the interior derivative with respect to Xa, we find
δ[ω1, ω2]CKY = −iXa∇Xa [ω1, ω2]CKY = 0 (63)
and the wedge product of (62) with ea∧ from the left gives
d[ω1, ω2]CKY = e
a ∧ ∇Xa [ω1, ω2]CKY = c(p+ q)ω1 ∧ ω2. (64)
So, by comparing (62) and (64), we obtain
∇Xa [ω1, ω2]CKY =
1
p+ q
iXad[ω1, ω2]CKY . (65)
This shows that [ω1, ω2]CKY is an odd KY (p+ q− 1)-form since p+ q− 1 is an odd number for p and q are even. To
prove the specialty, we take the covariant derivative of (64) which gives
∇Xad[ω1, ω2]CKY = c(p+ q) (∇Xaω1 ∧ ω2 + ω1 ∧ ∇Xaω2)
= c(p+ q)
(
−
1
n− p+ 1
ea ∧ δω1 ∧ ω2 −
1
n− q + 1
ω1 ∧ ea ∧ δω2
)
(66)
where we have used (17). By comparing with (61), one can see that
∇Xad[ω1, ω2]CKY = −c(p+ q)ea ∧ [ω1, ω2]CKY . (67)
So, the KY (p+ q − 1)-form [ω1, ω2]CKY is a special odd KY form from (29).
In all cases, the CKY bracket has the property [ω1, ω2]CKY = −[ω2, ω1]CKY and satisfies the Jacobi identity with
no restriction on the dimension. Hence, we prove that the special odd KY forms and special even CCKY forms satisfy
a Lie algebra structure with respect to the CKY bracket such that two special odd KY forms gives again a special
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odd KY form, one special odd KY form and one special even CCKY form gives another special even CCKY form,
two special even CCKY forms give a special odd KY form which is shown diagrammatically as
special odd KY× special odd KY −→ special odd KY
special odd KY× special even CCKY −→ special even CCKY
special even CCKY× special even CCKY −→ special odd KY
On the other hand, if the Killing spinors on a manifold M generate even degree special KY forms and odd degree
special CCKY forms, then the Lie algebra structure is dependent on the dimension as stated in the following
Theorem 2. On a manifold M , even degree special KY forms satisfying (15) and (29) and odd degree special CCKY
forms satisfying (17) and (30) constitute a Lie algebra structure with respect to the Hodge star of the CKY bracket
∗[ , ]CKY given in (48) in even dimensions.
Proof. We use the property that KY forms and CCKY forms are Hodge duals of each other. We consider the cases of
two special even KY forms, two special odd CCKY forms and one special even KY form with one special odd CCKY
form separately in even dimensions. For a special even KY p-form ω1 and a special even KY q-form ω2, we have δω1 = 0
and δω2 = 0 and the CKY bracket in (48) reduces to the SN bracket for special KY forms. [ω1, ω2]SN corresponds to
a special odd KY (p+ q− 1)-form since p+ q− 1 is an odd number for p and q are even. However, the Hodge dual of
a special odd KY form is a special odd CCKY form in even n dimensions. So, ∗[ω1, ω2]CKY = ∗[ω1, ω2]SN is a special
odd CCKY (n− (p+ q − 1))-form.
If we take a special even KY p-form ω1 and a special odd CCKY q-form ω2, then we have δω1 = 0 and dω2 = 0.
So, the CKY bracket reduces to
[ω1, ω2]CKY =
1
p+ 1
iXadω1 ∧ iXaω2 +
1
n− q + 1
ω1 ∧ δω2. (68)
From the same considerations in (54) and (55), the covariant derivative of (68) gives
∇Xa [ω1, ω2]CKY = cea ∧ iXbω1 ∧ iXbω2 +
1
(p+ 1)(n− q + 1)
ea ∧ iXbdω1 ∧ iXbδω2. (69)
By taking the wedge product with ea∧ from the left, we find
d[ω1, ω2]CKY = 0 (70)
and the interior derivative of (69) gives
δ[ω1, ω2]CKY = −c(n− (p+ q − 2))iXbω1 ∧ iXbω2 −
n− (p+ q − 2)
(p+ 1)(n− q + 1)
iXbdω1 ∧ iXbδω2. (71)
Hence, by comparing (55) and (57), we obtain
∇Xa [ω1, ω2]CKY = −
1
n− (p+ q − 2)
ea ∧ δ[ω1, ω2]CKY . (72)
This means that [ω1, ω2]CKY is an even CCKY (p+q−1)-form since for p even and q odd, p+q−1 is an even number.
So, from the Hodge duality property between KY and CCKY forms, ∗[ω1, ω2]CKY is an even KY (n−(p+q−1))-form
in even n dimensions. To prove the specialty, we apply the covariant derivative ∇Xa to (71) and this gives
∇Xaδ[ω1, ω2]CKY = −
c(n− (p+ q − 2))
p+ 1
iXbiXadω1 ∧ iXbω2 +
c(n− (p+ q − 2))
n− q + 1
iXaω1 ∧ δω2
+
c(n− (p+ q − 2))
n− q + 1
ω1 ∧ iXaδω2 −
c(n− (p+ q − 2))
p+ 1
iXbdω1 ∧ iXbiXaω2 (73)
by using the same procedures as in (59). The comparison of (73) with (68) shows that we have
∇Xaδ[ω1, ω2]CKY = c(n− (p+ q − 2))iXa [ω1, ω2]CKY (74)
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and this means that [ω1, ω2]CKY is a special even CCKY (p + q − 1)-form and ∗[ω1, ω2]CKY is a special even KY
(n− (p+ q − 1))-form in even dimensions.
On the other hand, if we take ω1 as a special odd CCKY p-form and ω2 as a special odd CCKY q-form, the CKY
bracket corresponds to
[ω1, ω2]CKY = −
1
n− q + 1
ω1 ∧ δω2 +
1
n− p+ 1
δω1 ∧ ω2 (75)
and the covariant derivative of it gives
∇Xa [ω1, ω2]CKY = ciXa(ω1 ∧ ω2). (76)
By using (76), the exterior and co-derivatives can be found as
d[ω1, ω2]CKY = c(p+ q)ω1 ∧ ω2 (77)
δ[ω1, ω2]CKY = 0. (78)
From the comparison of (76) and (77), one can see that
∇Xa [ω1, ω2]CKY =
1
p+ q
iXad[ω1, ω2]CKY (79)
and hence [ω1, ω2]CKY is an odd KY (p+ q − 1)-form for p and q are odd. This means that ∗[ω1, ω2]CKY is an odd
CCKY (n− (p+ q − 1))-form in even n dimensions. The covariant derivative of (77) gives
∇Xad[ω1, ω2]CKY = c(p+ q)ea ∧
(
−
1
n− p+ 1
δω1 ∧ ω2 +
1
n− q + 1
ω1 ∧ δω2
)
(80)
and we have
∇Xad[ω1, ω2]CKY = −c(p+ q)ea ∧ [ω1, ω2]CKY . (81)
So, [ω1, ω2]CKY is a special odd KY (p+ q− 1)-form and ∗[ω1, ω2]CKY is a special odd CCKY (n− (p+ q− 1))-form
in even n dimensions.
In all cases, Hodge star of the CKY bracket has the property ∗[ω1, ω2]CKY = − ∗ [ω2, ω1]CKY and satisfies the
Jacobi identity. Hence, we prove that the special even KY forms and special odd CCKY forms satisfy a Lie algebra
structure with respect to the bracket ∗[ , ]CKY in even dimensions such that two special even KY forms gives a special
odd CCKY form, one special even KY form and one special odd CCKY form gives another special even KY form,
two special odd CCKY forms give again a special odd CCKY form which is shown diagrammatically as
special even KY× special even KY −→ special odd CCKY
special even KY× special odd CCKY −→ special even KY
special odd CCKY× special odd CCKY −→ special odd CCKY
In odd dimensions, special even KY forms and special odd CCKY forms do not satisfy a Lie algebra with respect to
the bracket ∗[ , ]CKY . In that case, two special even KY forms give a special even CCKY form, one special even KY
form and one special odd CCKY form give a special odd KY form, two special odd CCKY forms give a special even
CCKY form. So, special even KY forms and special odd CCKY forms does not close into an algebra with respect to
∗[ , ]CKY . This is also true for the bracket [ , ]CKY . Unlike the case of special odd KY and special even CCKY forms,
the algebra structure of special even KY and special odd CCKY forms is only relevant in even dimensions.
IV. SYMMETRY OPERATORS
Killing spinors and KY forms are also related to each other in another way. For a Killing vector field K, the Lie
derivative £K acting on a spinor ψ is defined as follows [32]
£Kψ = ∇Kψ +
1
4
dK˜.ψ (82)
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where K˜ is the 1-form which corresponds to the metric dual of K. It is known that £K is a symmetry operator of
the Killing spinor equation for all Killing vector fields K [22]. This means that if ψ is a Killing spinor, then £Kψ is
also a Killing spinor, namely we have
∇X£Kψ = λX˜.£Kψ (83)
for all vector fields X and all Killing vector fields K. Moreover, if we generalize the operator in (82) to a KY p-form
ω as
Lω = (iXaω).∇Xa +
p
2(p+ 1)
dω (84)
and apply it to a Killing spinor ψ, we find
Lωψ = (−1)
p−1λpω.ψ +
p
2(p+ 1)
dω.ψ. (85)
If the degree p of the KY p-form ω is odd, then we have
Lωψ = λpω.ψ +
p
2(p+ 1)
dω.ψ (86)
and it is shown in [19] that this operator with respect to an odd KY p-form ω is also a symmetry operator for the
Killing spinor equation in constant curvature manifolds. So, in that case we have
∇XLωψ = λX˜.Lωψ. (87)
The operator defined in (84) is a special case of the symmetry operator of twistor spinors in constant curvature
manifolds written in terms of CKY p-forms ω as
Lω = (iXaω).∇Xa +
p
2(p+ 1)
dω +
p
2(n− p+ 1)
δω (88)
which is proved in [20, 33].
We show that this symmetry operator construction can be generalized to all manifolds admitting special KY and
special CCKY forms.
Theorem 3. For every special odd KY p-form ω and every special even CCKY p-form ω generated by a Killing spinor
with Killing number λ, the following operator
Lω = (iXaω).∇Xa +
p
2(p+ 1)
dω +
p
2(n− p+ 1)
δω (89)
is a symmetry operator for the Killing spinor equation (11).
Proof. To prove the theorem, we have to show that for ω is a special odd KY p-form or a special even CCKY p-form
and ψ is a Killing spinor, the operator Lω in (89) satisfies (87).
If ω is a special odd KY p-form, then we have δω = 0 and the action of (89) on a Killing spinor ψ is written as
Lωψ = (iXaω).∇Xaψ +
p
2(p+ 1)
dω.ψ
= λ(iXaω).ea.ψ +
p
2(p+ 1)
dω.ψ
= λpω.ψ +
p
2(p+ 1)
dω.ψ (90)
where we have used (iXaω).ea = ea ∧ iXaω = pω since p is odd and iXaiXa = 0. By taking the covariant derivative
∇Xa with respect to a basis Xa of vector fields, we can calculate the left hand side of (87) as
∇XaLωψ = λp (∇Xaω.ψ + ω.∇Xaψ) +
p
2(p+ 1)
(∇Xadω.ψ + dω.∇Xaψ)
= λ
p
p+ 1
iXadω.ψ + λ
2pω.ea.ψ −
cp
2
(ea ∧ ω).ψ + λ
p
2(p+ 1)
dω.ea.ψ (91)
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where we have used (11), (15) and (29). Since the odd KY p-form ω is generated by a Killing spinor with the Killing
number λ, we have c = −4λ2 from (32). By using (19), we can write ω.ea = −ea∧ω+iXaω and dω.ea = ea∧dω−iXadω
since ω is an odd form. Then, we have
∇XaLωψ = λ
p
p+ 1
iXadω.ψ + λ
2p(−ea ∧ ω + iXaω).ψ + 2λ
2p(ea ∧ ω).ψ + λ
p
2(p+ 1)
(ea ∧ dω − iXadω).ψ
= λ2p(ea ∧ ω + iXaω).ψ + λ
p
2(p+ 1)
(ea ∧ dω + iXadω).ψ (92)
From (18) and the operator Lω in (90), we obtain
∇XaLωψ = λ
2pea.ω.ψ + λ
p
2(p+ 1)
ea.dω.ψ
= λea.Lωψ (93)
which is the equation (87) for the frame basis Xa and co-frame basis e
a. So, Lω defined in (89) with respect to a
special odd KY form ω is a symmetry operator of the Killing spinor equation.
On the other hand, if ω is a special even CCKY p-form, then we have dω = 0 and the action of (89) on a Killing
spinor ψ is written as
Lωψ = (iXaω).∇Xaψ +
p
2(n− p+ 1)
δω.ψ
= λ(iXaω).ea.ψ +
p
2(n− p+ 1)
δω.ψ
= −λpω.ψ +
p
2(n− p+ 1)
δω.ψ (94)
where we have used (iXaω).ea = −ea∧iXaω = −pω since p is even and iXa iXa = 0. By taking the covariant derivative
∇Xa with respect to a basis Xa of vector fields, the left hand side of (87) gives
∇XaLωψ = −λp (∇Xaω.ψ + ω.∇Xaψ) +
p
2(n− p+ 1)
(∇Xaδω.ψ + δω.∇Xaψ)
= λ
p
n− p+ 1
(ea ∧ δω).ψ − λ
2pω.ea.ψ +
cp
2
iXaω.ψ + λ
p
2(n− p+ 1)
δω.ea.ψ (95)
where we have used (11), (17) and (30). Since the even CCKY p-form ω is generated by a Killing spinor with the Killing
number λ, we have c = −4λ2 from (34). By using (19), we can write ω.ea = ea∧ω−iXaω and δω.ea = −ea∧δω+iXaδω
since ω is an even form. Then, we have
∇XaLωψ = λ
p
n− p+ 1
(ea ∧ δω).ψ − λ
2p(ea ∧ ω − iXaω).ψ − 2λ
2piXaω.ψ + λ
p
2(n− p+ 1)
(−ea ∧ δω + iXaδω).ψ
= −λ2p(ea ∧ ω + iXaω).ψ + λ
p
2(n− p+ 1)
(ea ∧ δω + iXaδω).ψ (96)
From (18) and the operator Lω in (94), we obtain
∇XaLωψ = −λ
2pea.ω.ψ + λ
p
2(n− p+ 1)
ea.δω.ψ
= λea.Lωψ (97)
which is the equation (87) for the frame basis Xa and co-frame basis e
a. So, Lω defined in (89) with respect to a
special even CCKY form ω is a symmetry operator of the Killing spinor equation.
For the case of special even KY forms and special odd CCKY forms, we have
Theorem 4. For every special even KY p-form ω and every special odd CCKY p-form ω generated by a Killing spinor
with Killing number λ, the following operator
Kω = (iXaω).z.∇Xa +
p
2(p+ 1)
dω.z +
p
2(n− p+ 1)
δω.z (98)
is a symmetry operator for the Killing spinor equation (11) in even n dimensions. Here z is the volume form.
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Proof. To prove the theorem, we need to show that for ω is a special even KY p-form or a special odd CCKY p-form
and ψ is a Killing spinor, the operator Kω in (98) satisfies
∇XaKωψ = λea.Kωψ. (99)
If ω is a special even KY p-form, then we have δω = 0 and (98) turns into
Kωψ = (iXaω).z.∇Xaψ +
p
2(p+ 1)
dω.z.ψ
= λ(iXaω).z.ea.ψ +
p
2(p+ 1)
dω.z.ψ (100)
where we have used the Killing spinor equation (11). In even dimensions, the volume form z anticommutes with all
of the generators of the Clifford algebra and we have z.ea = −ea.z. Moreover, since ω is an even form, iXaω is an
odd form and we have iXaω.ea = −ea ∧ iXaω = −pω. So, we obtain
Kωψ = −λ(iXaω).ea.z.ψ +
p
2(p+ 1)
dω.z.ψ
= λpω.z.ψ +
p
2(p+ 1)
dω.z.ψ. (101)
To find the left hand side of (99), we can take the covariant derivative of (101) with respect to Xa and this gives
∇XaKωψ = λp (∇Xaω.z.ψ + ω.z.∇Xaψ) +
p
2(p+ 1)
(∇Xadω.z.ψ + dω.z.∇Xaψ)
= λ
p
p+ 1
iXadω.z.ψ + λ
2pω.z.ea.ψ −
cp
2
(ea ∧ ω).z.ψ + λ
p
2(p+ 1)
dω.z.ea.ψ (102)
where we have used the fact that ∇ is metric compatible and so ∇Xaz = 0 and the equations (11), (15) and (29).
Since the even KY p-form ω is generated by a Killing spinor with the Killing number λ, we have c = −4λ2 from (32).
By using the relation z.ea = −ea.z and the identities ω.ea = ea ∧ ω − iXaω and dω.ea = −ea ∧ dω + iXadω resulting
from (19) since ω is an even form, we obtain
∇XaKωψ = λ
p
p+ 1
iXadω.z.ψ − λ
2pω.ea.z.ψ + 2λ
2p(ea ∧ ω).z.ψ − λ
p
2(p+ 1)
dω.ea.z.ψ
= λ
p
p+ 1
iXadω.z.ψ − λ
2p(ea ∧ ω − iXaω).z.ψ
+2λ2p(ea ∧ ω).z.ψ + λ
p
2(p+ 1)
(ea ∧ dω − iXadω).z.ψ
= λ2p(ea ∧ ω + iXaω).z.ψ + λ
p
2(p+ 1)
(ea ∧ dω + iXadω).z.ψ. (103)
From (18) and the operator Kω in (101), we have
∇XaKωψ = λ
2pea.ω.z.ψ + λ
p
2(p+ 1)
ea.dω.z.ψ
= λea.Kωψ (104)
which is the equation (99). So, Kω defined in (98) with respect to a special even KY form ω is a symmetry operator
of the Killing spinor equation in even dimensions.
On the other hand, if ω is a special odd CCKY p-form, then we have dω = 0 and (98) turns into
Kωψ = (iXaω).z.∇Xaψ +
p
2(n− p+ 1)
δω.z.ψ
= −λ(iXaω).ea.z.ψ +
p
2(n− p+ 1)
δω.z.ψ (105)
where we have used the Killing spinor equation (11) and the equality z.ea = −ea.z in even dimensions. Moreover,
since ω is an odd form, iXaω is an even form and we have iXaω.ea = ea ∧ iXaω = pω. So, we obtain
Kωψ = −λpω.z.ψ +
p
2(n− p+ 1)
δω.z.ψ. (106)
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To find the left hand side of (99), we can take the covariant derivative of (106) with respect to Xa and this gives
∇XaKωψ = −λp (∇Xaω.z.ψ + ω.z.∇Xaψ) +
p
2(n− p+ 1)
(∇Xaδω.z.ψ + δω.z.∇Xaψ)
= λ
p
n− p+ 1
(ea ∧ δω).z.ψ − λ
2pω.z.ea.ψ +
cp
2
iXaω.z.ψ + λ
p
2(n− p+ 1)
δω.z.ea.ψ (107)
where we have used ∇Xaz = 0 and the equations (11), (17) and (30). Since the odd CCKY p-form ω is generated by
a Killing spinor with the Killing number λ, we have c = −4λ2 from (32). By using the relation z.ea = −ea.z and the
identities ω.ea = −ea ∧ ω + iXaω and δω.ea = ea ∧ δω − iXaδω resulting from (19) since ω is an odd form, we obtain
∇XaKωψ = λ
p
n− p+ 1
(ea ∧ δω).z.ψ + λ
2pω.ea.z.ψ − 2λ
2piXaω.z.ψ − λ
p
2(n− p+ 1)
δω.ea.z.ψ
= λ
p
n− p+ 1
(ea ∧ δω).z.ψ − λ
2p(ea ∧ ω − iXaω).z.ψ
−2λ2piXaω.z.ψ − λ
p
2(n− p+ 1)
(ea ∧ δω − iXaδω).z.ψ
= −λ2p(ea ∧ ω + iXaω).z.ψ + λ
p
2(n− p+ 1)
(ea ∧ δω + iXaδω).z.ψ. (108)
From (18) and the operator Kω in (106), we have
∇XaKωψ = −λ
2pea.ω.z.ψ + λ
p
2(n− p+ 1)
ea.δω.z.ψ
= λea.Kωψ (109)
which is the equation (99). So, Kω defined in (98) with respect to a special odd CCKY form ω is also a symmetry
operator of the Killing spinor equation in even dimensions.
In odd dimensions, the volume form z is at the center of the Clifford algebra and hence commutes with all of the
elements. So, we have z.ea = ea.z. However, in that case the operator defined in (98) with respect to special even KY
and special odd CCKY forms does not satisfy the symmetry operator condition (99) for the Killing spinor equation
(11). So, there is no companion of Theorem 4 in odd dimensions. This fact resembles the non-existence of the Lie
algebra structure of special even KY and special odd CCKY forms in odd dimensions discussed in Section 3 and we
will see that they are related to each other.
V. GENERALIZED SYMMETRY SUPERALGEBRAS
We will see in this section that the structures considered in the previous sections such as the bilinears of Killing
spinors, the Lie algebra structure of special KY and special CCKY forms and the symmetry operators of Killing
spinors constructed out of them together constitute a superalgebra structure.
Definition 7. A superalgebra g is a Z2-graded algebra that consists of a direct sum of two components g = g0 ⊕ g1
on which a bilinear operation
[ , ] : gi × gj → gi+j (110)
is defined. Here i, j = 0, 1(mod 2) and [ , ] satisfies the condition
[a, b] = −(−1)|a||b|[b, a] (111)
for a, b ∈ g and | | denotes the degree of the element which is 0 or 1 depending on that it is in g0 or g1. The first
component g0 is called the even part and the second component g1 is called the odd part of the superalgebra. Moreover,
if [ , ] satisfies the following graded Jacobi identity
[a, [b, c]] = [[a, b], c] + (−1)|a||b|[b, [a, c]] (112)
then g is called a Lie superalgebra.
By considering the Killing spinors and Killing vector fields corresponding to the Dirac currents of Killing spinors
on a manifold M , a superalgebra structure called a symmetry superalgebra can be defined.
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Definition 8. A superalgebra k = k0⊕ k1 on M is called a symmetry superalgebra if its even part k0 consists of the Lie
algebra of the Killing vector fields on M and the odd part k1 corresponds to the space of Killing spinors on M . The
bilinear operation is defined as follows. The even-even bracket corresponds to the Lie bracket of vector fields defined
in (35)
[ , ] : k0 × k0 → k0 (113)
The even-odd bracket is the Lie derivative on spinor fields with respect to Killing vector fields defined in (82)
£ : k0 × k1 → k1 (114)
and the odd-odd bracket is the Dirac current of a spinor defined in (7)
( )1 : k1 × k1 → k0 (115)
These brackets satisfy the property (111).
The Jacobi identities of the symmetry superalgebra correspond to the properties of the Lie bracket of vector fields
and the Lie derivative on spinors. The even-even-even Jacobi identity is automatically satisfied since it is the Jacobi
identity for the Lie bracket of vector fields
[K1, [K2,K3]] + [K2, [K3,K1]] + [K3, [K1,K2]] = 0 (116)
where K1,K2,K3 ∈ k0. The even-even-odd and even-odd-odd Jacobi identites correspond to the following properties
of the Lie derivetive on spinors and are automatically satisfied
[£K1 ,£K2 ]ψ = £[K1,K2]ψ (117)
LK(ψφ) = (£Kψ)φ+ ψ(£Kφ) (118)
where K,K1,K2 ∈ k0, ψ, φ ∈ k1 and L is the Lie derivative on Clifford forms. However, the odd-odd-odd Jacobi
identity for ψ ∈ k1
£Vψψ = 0 (119)
is not automatically satisfied and in the cases that it is satisfied the symmetry superalgebra is a Lie superalgebra.
The construction of the symmetry superalgebra can be extended to include the odd degree KY forms [19, 20].
Definition 9. A superalgebra k = k0⊕k1 on M is called an extended symmetry superalgebra if its even part k0 consists
of the Lie algebra of the odd degree KY forms on M and the odd part k1 corresponds to the space of Killing spinors on
M . The bilinear operation is defined as follows. The even-even bracket corresponds to the SN bracket of KY forms
defined in (39)
[ , ]SN : k0 × k0 → k0 (120)
The even-odd bracket is the symmetry operators of Killing spinors constructed out of odd KY forms defined in (86)
L : k0 × k1 → k1 (121)
and the odd-odd bracket is the p-form Dirac currents of Killing spinors defined in (8)
( )p : k1 × k1 → k0 (122)
These brackets satisfy the property (111).
Although the even-even-even Jacobi identity of the extended symmetry superalgebra is automatically satisfied
since it corresponds to the Jacobi identity for the SN bracket of odd degree forms, other Jacobi identities are not
automatically satisfied and in general the extended symmetry superalgebra is not a Lie superalgebra.
We generalize the construction of symmetry and extended symmetry superalgebras to include all special KY and
special CCKY forms generated by Killing spinors on the manifoldM . By using Proposition 1, Theorem 1 and Theorem
3, the generalized symmetry superalgebras are constructed as in the following
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Theorem 5. On an n-dimensional manifold M admitting Killing spinors, if the bilinears of Killing spinors correspond
to the special odd KY and special even CCKY forms, then the space of Killing spinors and special odd KY and special
even CCKY forms generated by them constitute a superalgebra structure which we denote by K = K0 ⊕ K1. The even
part K0 of the superalgebra is the Lie algebra of the special odd KY and special even CCKY forms with respect to the
CKY bracket and the odd part K1 is the space of Killing spinors. This superalgebra is called the generalized symmetry
superalgebra and the bilinear operation is defined as follows. The even-even bracket is the CKY bracket of the special
odd KY and special even CCKY forms defined in (48)
[ , ]CKY : K0 ⊗ K0 → K0 (123)
The even-odd bracket is the symmetry operators of Killing spinors generated from the special odd KY and special even
CCKY forms defined in (89)
L : K0 ⊗ K1 → K1 (124)
The odd-odd bracket is the p-form bilinears of Killing spinors defined in (8)
( )p : K1 ⊗ K1 → K0 (125)
These brackets satisfy the condition (111) and hence constitute a superalgebra structure.
Proof. As we proved in Theorem 1, the CKY bracket [ , ]CKY is a Lie bracket for special odd KY and special even
CCKY forms and K0 is a Lie algebra with respect to the bracket in (123). We have also proved in Theorem 3 that
the operator (89) constructed out of special odd KY forms and special even CCKY forms are symmetry operators
for Killing spinors. Hence, the bracket given in (124) is well-defined for K0 and K1. Moreover, we have also shown
in Proposition 1 that the symmetric combination of p-form bilinears of two Killing spinors correspond to special odd
KY and special even CCKY forms in relevant situations. So, the bracket defined in (125) is also well-defined for K0
and K1. As a consequence, K = K0 ⊕ K1 constitute a consistent superalgebra structure.
On the other hand, we can also construct a superalgebra in even dimensions for the case of special even KY forms
and special odd CCKY forms generated by the Killing spinors.
Theorem 6. On an even n-dimensional manifold M admitting Killing spinors, if the bilinears of Killing spinors
correspond to the special even KY and special odd CCKY forms, then the space of Killing spinors and special even KY
and special odd CCKY forms generated by them constitute a superalgebra structure which we denote by K = K0 ⊕ K1.
The even part K0 of the superalgebra is the Lie algebra of the special even KY and special odd CCKY forms with respect
to the CKY bracket and the odd part K1 is the space of Killing spinors. This superalgebra is called the generalized
symmetry superalgebra and the bilinear operation is defined as follows. The even-even bracket is the Hodge star of the
CKY bracket of the special even KY and special odd CCKY forms defined in Theorem 2
∗[ , ]CKY : K0 ⊗ K0 → K0 (126)
The even-odd bracket is the symmetry operators of Killing spinors generated from the special even KY and special odd
CCKY forms defined in (98)
K : K0 ⊗ K1 → K1 (127)
The odd-odd bracket is the p-form bilinears of Killing spinors defined in (8)
( )p : K1 ⊗ K1 → K0 (128)
These brackets satisfy the condition (111) and hence constitute a superalgebra structure in even dimensions.
Proof. As we have shown in Theorem 2, the Hodge star of the CKY bracket ∗[ , ]CKY is a Lie bracket for special even
KY and special odd CCKY forms in even dimensions and K0 is a Lie algebra with respect to the bracket in (126).
We have also shown in Theorem 4 that the operator (98) constructed out of special even KY forms and special odd
CCKY forms are symmetry operators for Killing spinors in even dimensions. Hence, the bracket given in (127) is
well-defined for K0 and K1. Moreover, we have also shown in Proposition 1 that the symmetric combination of p-form
bilinears of two Killing spinors correspond to special even KY and special odd CCKY forms in relevant situations. So,
the bracket defined in (128) is also well-defined for K0 and K1. As a consequence, K = K0⊕K1 constitute a consistent
superalgebra structure in even dimensions.
Note that there is no superalgebra structure for special even KY and special odd CCKY forms generated by Killing
spinors in odd dimensions. The reason for this is that the bracket ∗[ , ]CKY is not a Lie bracket and the operator K
is not a symmetry operator in odd dimensions.
The even-even-even Jacobi identities of the superalgebra structures constructed in Theorems 5 and 6 are automat-
ically satisfied because of the properties of [ , ]CKY and ∗[ , ]CKY brackets. However, other Jacobi identities are not
automatically satisfied and the superalgebras does not correspond to Lie superalgebras in general.
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VI. EXAMPLES
As examples for the generalized symmetry superalgebras constructed in Section 5, we consider special types of 6
and 7-dimensional compact Riemannian manifolds called nearly Ka¨hler and weak G2 manifolds [34, 35].
A. Weak G2 Manifolds
Definition 10. A 7-dimensional compact Riemannian manifold M is called a weak G2 manifold, if its metric cone
has Spin(7) holonomy. M admits one Killing spinor ψ satisfying the Killing spinor equation (11)
∇Xψ = λX˜.ψ
for any vector field X and the Killing number λ. This implies that M is an Einstein manifold [36].
For a 7-dimensional Riemannian manifoldM , the Clifford algebra defined on the tangent bundle TM is isomorphic
to Cl7,0 ∼= C(8) where C(8) is the space of 8× 8 dimensional complex matrices. The even subalgebra of a real Clifford
algebra can be found from the one lower dimensional Clifford algebra by the relation Cl0p+1,q
∼= Clq,p for any p and
q. So, the even subalgebra for the 7-dimensional Riemannian case is Cl07,0
∼= Cl0,6 ∼= R(8). The space carrying the
irreducible representations of the even subalgebra corresponds to the spinor space S and in our case we have S ∼= R8.
Then, spinors are real and correspond to Majorana spinors which means that the Killing spinor ψ is a real Killing
spinor and the Killing number λ is a real number. The spin invariant inner product defined on S is a R-symmetric
inner product with ξη involution. So, we have J = ξη, j = Id and the following properties for the inner product
(ψ, φ) = (φ, ψ) (129)
(ψ, α.φ) = (αξη.ψ, φ) (130)
where ψ, φ ∈ S and α ∈ Cl(M).
Now, we can calculate the p-form Dirac currents of the Killing spinor ψ;
(ψψ)0 = (ψ, ψ) 6= 0
(ψψ)1 = (ψ, ea.ψ)e
a = (eξηa .ψ, ψ)e
a = −(ea.ψ, ψ)e
a = −(ψ, ea.ψ)e
a = 0
(ψψ)2 = (ψ, eba.ψ)e
ab = (eξηba .ψ, ψ)e
ab = −(eba.ψ, ψ)e
ab = −(ψ, eba.ψ)e
ab = 0
(ψψ)3 = (ψ, ecba.ψ)e
abc = (eξηcba.ψ, ψ)e
abc = (ecba.ψ, ψ)e
abc = (ψ, ecba.ψ)e
abc 6= 0
and by similar reasoning, we also have
(ψψ)4 6= 0
(ψψ)5 = 0
(ψψ)6 = 0
(ψψ)7 6= 0.
From Proposition 1, one can conclude that we have two non-zero special odd KY forms (ψψ)3 and (ψψ)7 and two
non-zero special even CCKY forms (ψψ)0 and (ψψ)4. So, they are Hodge duals of each other; (ψψ)3 = ∗(ψψ)4 and
(ψψ)0 = ∗(ψψ)7. Moreover, since we have d(ψψ)7 = 0 and δ(ψψ)0 = 0, the bilinears (ψψ)0 and (ψψ)7 correspond to
parallel forms and we can choose as (ψψ)0 = 1 and (ψψ)7 = z where z is the volume form. From the equations (23)
and (25), (ψψ)3 and (ψψ)4 satisfy the following equalities
d(ψψ)3 = 8λ(ψψ)4 (131)
δ(ψψ)4 = −8λ(ψψ)3. (132)
We can check the superalgebra structure formed by the Killing spinor ψ and the special odd KY and special
even CCKY forms generated by ψ. From the definition of the CKY bracket in (48), one can check that the only
non-vanishing brackets of the p-form Dirac currents are
[(ψψ)0, (ψψ)4]CKY = −2λ(ψψ)3
[(ψψ)4, (ψψ)4]CKY = k(ψψ)7 (133)
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where k is a constant and all other brackets vanish.
To construct the symmetry operators defined in (89), we first consider the algebraic relations between spinor
bilinears. From (6), we have
ψψ = (ψψ)0 + (ψψ)3 + (ψψ)4 + (ψψ)7
and we can write
(ψψ)3.ψ + (ψψ)4.ψ + (ψψ)7.ψ = (ψψ)ψ − (ψψ)0.ψ
= (ψ, ψ)ψ − (ψψ)0.ψ
= (ψψ)0.ψ − (ψψ)0.ψ
= 0 (134)
where we have used (5) and the definition (ψψ)0 = (ψ, ψ). In a 7-dimensional Riemannian manifold, the volume form
has the property z2 = −1. This implies that z2.ψ = −ψ and hence z.ψ = ±iψ. So, we have (ψψ)7.ψ = z.ψ = ±iψ
and from (134), we can write
(ψψ)3.ψ + (ψψ)4.ψ = −(ψψ)7.ψ = ∓iψ. (135)
This means that we have the following identities
(ψψ)3.ψ =
∓i
1∓ i
ψ (136)
(ψψ)4.ψ = −
1
1∓ i
ψ (137)
where we have used that (ψψ)4.ψ = ∗(ψψ)3.ψ = (ψψ)
ξ
3.z.ψ = −(ψψ)3.z.ψ. By using these identities, we can construct
the symmetry operators defined in (89) as follows
L(ψψ)0ψ = 0
L(ψψ)3ψ = ∓3iλψ
L(ψψ)4ψ = −4λψ (138)
L(ψψ)7ψ = ±7iλψ
where we have used the identities d(ψψ)3 = 8λ(ψψ)4 and δ(ψψ)4 = −8λ(ψψ)3 given in (23) and (25) with the
closedness and co-closedness properties of CCKY and KY forms respectively.
So, we have constructed all the brackets of the superalgebra defined in Theorem 5 for a 7-dimensional weak G2
manifold. To see that whether it is also a Lie superalgebra, we need to check the Jacobi identities. The first Jacobi
identity is the the Jacobi identity for the CKY bracket which is automatically satisfied. The second Jacobi identity
is the vanishing of the commutators of symmetry operators given by
[L(ψψ)i , L(ψψ)j ] = 0 (139)
and it can be seen from (138) that it is satisfied for all cases of i, j = 0, 3, 4, 7. However, the third and fourth Jacobi
identities given by
[(ψψ)i, (ψψ)]CKY = (L(ψψ)iψ)ψ + ψ(L(ψψ)iψ) (140)
L(ψψ)ψ = 0 (141)
are not satisfied for all cases. For example, we have
L(ψψ)ψ = −4λ(1∓ i)ψ (142)
which is not zero. So, the generalized symmetry superalgebra of a weak G2 manifold is a superalgebra but not a Lie
superalgebra.
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B. Nearly Ka¨hler Manifolds
Definition 11. A Riemannian manifold M with metric g and almost complex structure J is called a nearly Ka¨hler
manifold if J satisfies the condition
iX∇XJ = 0 (143)
for every vector field X ∈ TM . The metric cone of a 6-dimensional nearly Ka¨hler manifold M has G2 holonomy and
M admits two Killing spinors with different chirality [34, 35].
In a 6-dimensional Riemannian manifold M , the Clifford algebra is isomorphic to Cl6,0 ∼= H(4) where H(4) is the
space of 4 × 4 dimensional quaternionic matrices. The even subalgebra corresponds to Cl06,0
∼= Cl0,5 ∼= C(4). There
are two different irreducible representations of the even subalgebra and the spinor space S = S+ ⊕ S− is equivalent
to S+ ⊕ S− ∼= C
4 ⊕ C4. Then, spinors are chiral complex and correspond to Dirac-Weyl spinors. The Killing spinors
ψ+ ∈ S+ and ψ
− ∈ S− onM are real Killing spinors and the Killing numbers λ+ and λ− are both real numbers. The
spin invariant inner product defined on S is a C-skew inner product with ξ involution. So, we have J = ξ, j = Id
and the following properties for the inner product
(ψ, φ) = −(φ, ψ) (144)
(ψ, α.φ) = (αξ.ψ, φ) (145)
where ψ, φ ∈ S and α ∈ Cl(M).
We can find the p-form Dirac currents of the Killing spinor ψ+ as follows
(ψ+ψ+)0 = −(ψ
+, ψ+) = 0
(ψ+ψ+)1 = (ψ
+, ea.ψ
+)ea = (eξa.ψ
+, ψ+)ea = (ea.ψ
+, ψ+)ea = −(ψ+, ea.ψ
+)ea = 0
(ψ+ψ+)2 = (ψ
+, eba.ψ
+)eab = (eξba.ψ
+, ψ+)eab = −(eba.ψ
+, ψ+)eab = (ψ+, eba.ψ
+)eab 6= 0
(146)
and by similar reasoning, we also have
(ψ+ψ+)3 6= 0
(ψ+ψ+)4 = 0
(ψ+ψ+)5 = 0
(ψ+ψ+)6 6= 0.
The same equalities are also true for the other Killing spinor ψ−. By considering the cases for J = ξ, λ is real
and j = Id in Proposition 1, we reach to the fact that the even degree bilinears (ψ+ψ+)2, (ψ
+ψ+)6, (ψ
−ψ−)2 and
(ψ−ψ−)6 are special even KY forms and the odd degree bilinears (ψ
+ψ+)3 and (ψ
−ψ−)3 are special odd CCKY
forms. Moreover, (ψ+ψ+)6 and (ψ
−ψ−)6 correspond to the volume form z and we have the identities
δ(ψψ)2 = 0 (147)
d(ψψ)2 = 6λ(ψψ)3 (148)
δ(ψψ)3 = −8λ(ψψ)2 (149)
d(ψψ)3 = 0 (150)
for both ψ+ and ψ−.
From Theorem 6, the bracket of the even part of the superalgebra is ∗[ , ]CKY and the only non-zero bracket in the
even part is
∗[(ψ+ψ+)2, (ψ
−ψ−)2]CKY = a(ψ
+ψ+)3 + b(ψ
−ψ−)3 (151)
where a and b are constants.
From the following algebraic relations
(ψ+ψ+)2.ψ
+ + (ψ+ψ+)3.ψ
+ + (ψ+ψ+)6.ψ
+ = 0
(ψ+ψ+)2.ψ
− + (ψ+ψ+)3.ψ
− + (ψ+ψ+)6.ψ
− = 0
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and the same formulas for the interchange of ψ+ and ψ−, we can find the symmetry operators given in (98) as follows
K
(ψ+ψ+)2
ψ+ = −2λψ+
K
(ψ+ψ+)2
ψ− = −2λψ−
K
(ψ+ψ+)3
ψ+ = 3λψ+
K
(ψ+ψ+)3
ψ− = −2λψ−
K(ψ+ψ+)6ψ
+ = −6λψ+
K
(ψ+ψ+)6
ψ− = −6λψ− (152)
and the same equalities are true for the symmetry operators constructed from ψ−.
To see that whether it is also a Lie superalgebra, we need to check the Jacobi identities. The first Jacobi identity
is the the Jacobi identity for the ∗[ , ]CKY bracket which is automatically satisfied. The second Jacobi identity is the
vanishing of the commutators of symmetry operators given by
[K(ψψ)i ,K(ψψ)j ] = 0 (153)
for ψ+ and ψ− and it can be seen from (152) that it is satisfied for all cases of i, j = 2, 3, 6. However, the third and
fourth Jacobi identities are not satisfied for all cases. So, the generalized symmetry superalgebra of a nearly Ka¨hler
manifold is a superalgebra but not a Lie superalgebra.
VII. CONCLUSION
We generalize the symmetry superalgebras that correspond to geometric invariants of manifolds with isometries
to include all the hidden symmetries of the manifold generated by geometric Killing spinors. This defines a more
complete construction of the superalgebra structure of symmetries of the manifold. This also gives way to construct
generalizations of the Lie derivative on spinor fields as symmetry operators of geometric Killing spinors and the
construction of the Lie algebra structure of special KY and special CCKY forms.
Besides the symmetry superalgebras of isometries, one can also construct conformal superalgebras from conformal
symmetries and twistor spinors [33, 37]. Twistor spinors correspond to supersymmetry generators of superconformal
field theories and the construction of conformal superalgebras are related to the classification of the superconformal
backgrounds in these theories. The methods described in the paper can also be used to obtain generalized conformal
superalgebras and generalized gauged conformal superalgebras whose supersymmetry generators correspond to gauged
twistor spinors [38, 39]. On the other hand, Killing superalgebras of supergravity backgrounds in non-constant
curvature backgrounds can also lead to more general geometric invariants by investigating the generalizations with
using the similar methods described in the paper and in [40]. This can give new perspectives to the classification
problem of supergravity backgrounds in all dimensions and supergravity theories.
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